3.15 Heritage Resources

Record #: 3810
Hardcopy location: BPGC, BPGUB

Record #: 8810
Hardcopy location: Alcan, Kitimat

Record #: 8280
Hardcopy location: BVAFI

Record #: 2130
Hardcopy location: NLC, BVAS

Record #: 1760
Hardcopy location: BPGUB

3.16 Hydrology

Record #: 2540
Hardcopy location: BNP, BVAFI, BVIEM, BPGC, BVA

Record #: 2430
Hardcopy location: BNP, BVAFI, BVIEM, BPGC, BVA

Record #: 700
Hardcopy location: CISTI

Record #: 2980
Hardcopy location: BNP, BVAFI, BVA